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1. Let A be a complete field with respect to a discreet valuation,2

and suppose that the residue class field of K is finite and has char-

acteristic p. A group which is finite and whose order is not divisible

by p is said to be ^-regular. A normal extension of A whose Galois

group is ^-regular will be called a ^-regular extension of K. The

object of this paper is to characterize those groups which are Galois

groups of ^-regular extensions of K, and to give a criterion for decid-

ing how many ^-regular extensions of A have a given group as Galois

group.

It will be necessary to make use of a result closely related to a

theorem of Iwasawa [2, Theorem 2, p. 463].

Theorem 1. Let K be a complete field with respect to a discreet valua-

tion whose residue class field is finite and contains q = pf elements. Let

77(g) denote the group generated by two elements x, y which satisfy the

relation y~1xy = xq, and no other that does not follow from this one. Then

there is a one to one correspondence between normal subgroups N of

H(q) with the property that 77(g) /N is p-regular, and p-regular exten-

sions L of K. The correspondence is such that N corresponds to L if

and only if 77(g) /N is the Galois group of L over K.

Since a ^-regular extension is obviously tamely ramified, this is an

immediate consequence of [2, Theorem 2], in the case that A is a

£-adic number field. An argument essentially the same as that given

in [2] can be used to prove the theorem above in its more general

form.

Safarevic has proved an analogous result for ^-extensions in the

case that A is a £-adic number field which does not contain the pth

roots of unity (see [3]). There is one remarkable difference between

the two results. The group 77(g) in the above theorem depends only

on the number g of elements in the residue class field and is inde-

pendent of the degree «o of K over the field K0 of £-adic rationals.

The analogous group constructed in [3] for p extensions depends on

«o but is independent3 of q. Safarevic uses his result to show that if
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1 This research was supported by the United States Army, contract No. DA-30-

115-ORD-976.
2 Throughout this paper the term valuation is used in the sense of [l], i.e. one

dimensional valuation.

3 The group is the free group on na generators.
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G, G are Galois groups of ^-extensions of K (where FJ is a £-adic

number field not containing the pth roots of unity), and S is the

homomorphic image of G under a fixed homomorphism, then for any

normal extension of K with Galois group G there exists a normal ex-

tension of K with Galois group G such that the given homomorphism

of G onto G is the natural homomorphism of Galois theory. This last

statement is no longer true if G, G are p-regular groups, even if K is a

£-adic number field. A counter example is given below.

2. For integers a, b, c let N(a, b, c) be the subgroup of H(q) defined

by: N(a, b, c)H\{x} = [xa], N(a, b, c)= [xa, yb xc}. We will be inter-

ested in considering ordered triples of integers a, b, c satisfying the

conditions

(*)      0 fk c < a, 0 < b, (b, q) = 1, c(q - 1) = qb - 1 = 0      (mod a).

Lemma, i/ a, b, c are integers satisfying (*), then N(a, b, c) is a nor-

mal subgroup of H(q) whose index in H(q) is ab. Conversely if N is a

normal subgroup of H(q) with the property that H(q)/N is p-regular,

then there exists a triple of integers a, b, c satisfying (*) such that

N=N(a, b, c). Furthermore if a', b', c' is another triple of integers

satisfying (*), then N(a, b, c)=N(a', b', c') if and only if a = a',

b = b',c = c'.

Proof. Obviously xx"x_1, y_1xay are in N(a, b, c). Suppose that

a, b, c is a triple of integers satisfying condition (*), then the relations

xybxcx~1 = ybxcx" _1 and y~xybxcy = ybxcq = yhxcxc<-q~1) imply that

xN(a, b, c)x_1 and y^N(a, b, c)y are both contained in N(a, b, c). The

defining relation of H(q) can be used to show that for any non-nega-
tive integer k, (ytxc)k = ykbxc{1+qb+- • •+«6<i_1)l.

The conditions (*) imply that

c{ 1 + qb + ■ ■ ■ + g»(*-i)| = kc (mod a),

hence (ybxc)a = yahxma for some integer m. Therefore yab is in N(a, b, c).

For any z in N(a, b,c),Zi = yabzy~ab and z2 = x~azxa both lie in N(a, b,c),

hence yzy-1 = y-(«*-i)Zly>»-i and x_1zx = x<I_1Z2X_(°~1) are in N(a, b, c).

Consequently N(a, b, c) is a normal subgroup of H(q). The index of

N(a, b, c) in H(q) equals [H(q): N(a, b, c) {x} ] [N(a, b, c) {x}: N(a, b, c) ]
= ab.

To prove the converse, let x° be the smallest positive power of x

in4 N, hence NC\ {x} = {x"}. Let b be the smallest positive integer

with the property that yb{x}r\N^l, then6 (b, q) = l. Finally let c

4 Such an a exists as N is of finite index in H(q).

6 (&i ?) = 1 as g is a power of p.
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be the smallest non-negative integer such that ybxc is in N. It is clear

that 0Sc<a and N(a, b, c) is contained in N. Since N is normal in

77(g), ybxcx'P-l = xyhxex-1 and /rt''1-11 = y~lybxcy are in N, hence the

choice of a, b, c implies that c(q— 1) = qb — 1 =0 (mod a). The index of

A in 77(g) is [77(g): A{x} ][A{x|: N]=ab= [77(g): N(a,b,c)]. Hence

N**N{a,b,c).
The "if" part of the last statement is trivial. Conversely suppose

that N = N(a, b, c) = N(a', b', c') and both triples of integers satisfy

(*). As NC\{x} = {xa} = {xa'}, a = a': as [77(g): N]=ab = ab', b = b'.

It follows from the definition of N that ybxc, ybxc' are both in N.

Hence xc~c' is in N, consequently c — c' = 0 (mod a) and —a<c — c'<a,

thus c = c'.

This lemma can be used in giving a criterion for deciding how

many p-regular extensions of A there are with a given Galois group.

Theorem 2. For any triple of integers a, b, c let G(a, b, c) denote the

group of order ab generated by two elements x, y satisfying the relations

xa = ybxc=l and y_1xy = x9. Let K be afield satisfying the assumptions

of Theorem 1. A finite group G is the Galois group of a p-regular exten-

sion of K if and only if G is isomorphic to a group of the form G(a, b, c)

for some triple of integers a, b, c satisfying (*). The number of p-regular

extensions of K with Galois group G is equal to the number of triples

a, b, c satisfying (*) such that G is isomorphic to G(a, b, c).

Proof. For any triple a, b, c of integers satisfying (*), H(q)/N(a, b, c)

is isomorphic to G(a, b, c). Thus Theorem 1 implies that there is a

one to one correspondence between such subgroups N(a, b, c) and

p-regular extensions of A with Galois groups G(a, b, c). The number

of p-regular extensions of A with a given Galois group G is equal to

the number of normal subgroups N of 77(g) with H(q)/N isomorphic

to G. By the lemma this number is precisely the number of triples

a, b, c satisfying (*) for which G is isomorphic to G(a, b, c).

As a final result here is the counter example mentioned at the end

of §1. Let A be the field of 3-adic rationals, let F = K(ir, £), where

7r4 = 3, and £ is a primitive (34— l)th root of unity. It is easily seen

that A is a normal extension of K with [F: K] = 2i. Let G be the

Galois group of F over K, then G={x, y|x4 = y4=l, yxy-1 = x-1}

where the automorphisms x, y are defined by x(£) =£, x(7r) =7r£20 and

y(£) =£3> y W = 7r- For any group 77 let 77'm denote the subgroup gen-

erated by commutators and mth powers of elements in 77. Then it is

easily seen that (G2)2 = }l|, hence G is a homomorphic image of

77(3)/(77(3)2')2'. It is not hard to show that [77(3): iH{3)4)I } = 2K
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Consequently Theorem 1 implies that F is the only extension of K

whose Galois group is isomorphic to G.

Let Go= {x2, y} and Gi= {x, y2} be subgroups of G, and let K0,

Ki be their respective fixed fields. The group G of order 2 is isomorphic

to the Galois groups of both K0 and Ki over K. If a given homomor-

phism of G onto G has a kernel consisting of Go, then the possibility of

realizing this homomorphism as the homomorphism of Galois groups,

where G is the Galois group of Ki over K is equivalent to showing

that there is an automorphism of G which sends Go onto Gx, since

F is the only extension whose Galois group in G. We now show no such

automorphism exists. Since x2 generates the commutator subgroup

of G and this has order 2, any automorphism of G sends x2 onto it-

self. This immediately shows that Go cannot be sent onto Gi as x2

is a square in Gi but not in G0.
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